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I. INTRODUCTION
(1.1) This paper is mainly designed to answer the problems raised by
Bruck in 1959 (see [7]).
Let L, be the free commutative moufang loop (CML) on n generators.
Only L,, the first nonassociative one, was previously known. We shall give
explicit descriptions of the two following ones, L, and L, .
Besides, for any k > 1, define L(n,k) as the free object on n generators in
the category of CML’s  whose central nilpotency class is at most k. Bruck [ 9 J
had given a concrete description of Len,*),  We shall describe similarly Lcn,3).
Furthermore, denote as usual by &(x,  y,  Z; U, , a2 ,...,  Ui, Ui + , ,...,  u,) the
(p + 1 )-associator:
The initial problem of [7]  was that of knowing whether fi(x,  y,  z; a,, a?)
vanished identically or not. That is not the case, as one may see in Ls in
which these associators form some lo-dimensional elementary abelian 3-
group (that indeed coincides with “Z3(L,), the last nontrivial term of the
lower central series). More generally, for any n > 3, the associators of shape
fnb3(x,y,  z; a, .‘. an-j)  with arguments taken from some free basis of L,
generate an elementary abelian 3-group of dimension (‘;  ), maximum allowed
by the known properties of symmetry and skew-symmetry of f,-, .
AS a consequence, for n > 2, L,  will be proved to have cent&  nilpotency
cluss k(L,) = n - 1, solvability length A, = inf{  I 1 3’ > 2n - 1 } and
distributor-nilpotency cluss [n/2], maxima allowed by the Bruck-Slaby
theorem and its consequences. Besides, with respect to the three notions of
nilpotence considered above, the free CML on any infinite set has nilpotency
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class o, the first  limit ordinal. Particularly, there do exist CMLs  with non-
abelian  derived subloops: L, is the first free one, and 1 Q”(L6)(  = 3” with
d>20.
The reader who is only interested in the restrictive form of the question
raised by Bruck,  namely the problem of the determination of k(L,),  may
restrict himself to Section III of the present article.
(1.2) We build CMLs reaching the required nilpotency classes by means
of the following process. Let R be some anticommutative graded ring in
which 3abc = 0 identically. Define G as the additive subgroup generated by
the homogeneous elements of odd degree, and denoted by x = (z;)  the generic
term of the direct product G x G where xi and x2 belong to G. The law
turns G x G into a CML in which fp(x,  y, z; a, ..  a& takes the form
(-1)” (“,;E),  where
PI = Xl  YlZ2 + YlZlX2  + ZlXl  Y2, -P2  =x2 Y,Z, + Y,z,xl+ z2x2 Yl
and
product of the 2n components of the ats.  Clearly these associators may quite
well be different from the identity element e = (i). Applying the foregoing
process to suitable quotients of the exterior algebra of a free abelian group A,
we get an explicit description of L, and Ltn,3j, Replacing A by an elementary
abelian 3-group yields similar results concerning the exponent 3 CML’s.
Designate by L, the free exponent 3 CML on n generators. As a first answer
to Manin’s  question ([ 13, Chap. I, Problem 10.21; in the Russian edition,
Vopros 10.3) on the 3-rank of L,, we establish that ] L,  ] = 312 and
/L, ] = 349. Only a lower bound will be given for ] L,  1, namely, 3214.
(1.3) Although many problems have been thereby solved or considerably
advanced, the theory of CMLs certainly cannot be regarded as having
reached a difinitive stage. At first, in any CML arising from an application
of our standard construction theorem, the Triple Argument Hypothesis
(T.A.H.) holds, in the sense that any associator with an argument appearing
thrice vanishes. Does the T.A.H. hold in any CML? This question, recently
raised by Smith [ 151,  cannot be answered by the methods developed here.
But, as we shall show in a further article, if n is too large-and at the very
least if n > 16-L, may be obtained neither by direct application of our
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process of construction nor by taking a suitable section H/N of some so-
constructed loop. More immediately, as we already noticed in [5], the
exponent 3 CML on four generators a, b, c,  and d subject to the relation
(a b) c = a (b c) may not be described as a subloop  of the CMLs we
constructed in (1.2). Hence our process of construction will not be very
efficient for the cotistruction  of “small” CMLs.  Nevertheless it allows the
description of all the CMLs of central nilpotency class 2, and thereby of any
CML whose order is not divisible by 812  (see [5]).  Particularly, the five
nonassociative exponent 3 CMLs  of order at most 36 may be described by
direct application of (1.2) but these facts must be regarded as outside the
scope of the present report (cf. [6a, b]). The main problem now is to
determine all the relations among the associators. Section II of the present
paper yields all these relations when the CML considered is either generated
by five elements or centrally nilpotent of class bounded by 3. In Section IV
these relations are employed to validate our descriptions of the
corresponding free loops. But the important fact is that Bruck associator
calculus is now shown to be quite justified.
(1.4) It is probably fair to say that the initial idea of using characteristic
3 exterior algebras so as to manufacture nonassociative CMLs is due to
Zassenhaus (see [7]  and also a very accurate review by W. M. Kantor
concerning another paper MR 50 (1975),  No. 142). Moreover the discovery
of the construction presented in (1.2) has its origin to some extent in an
attempt to generalize some previous description of L, , given by the author in
the 6th British Combinatorial Conference (see also [S, 2.51). Quite indepen-
dently a French student, Malbos, published an alternative proof of k(L,)  =
sup(n  - 1, l), probably the shortest and the nicest one. His note 1121 like the
present paper, proceeds by concrete construction via a suitable generalization
of Soublin’s process of construction of distributive quasigroups 114.
Appendix II]. This work may have stronger consequences through further
investigations. In particular the notion of “generalized trilinear space”
deserves a systematic study.
(1.5) In the last 20 years it has become clear that various kinds of
structures are closely linked to the CMLs.  Let us turn to a brief survey of the
corresponding literature. We refer the reader to Hall 11 I ] for the classical
interpretation of the exponent 3 CMLs  in terms of Steiner triple systems (see
also [ 1, 5, 61).  In addition, it should be recalled that the distributive
quasigroups arise from some CMLs  provided with a scalar multiplication
whose domain of operators is the “medial ring” il = Z IX,  l/X, l/l - XI (see
I14 I).  As a by-product of k(L,)  = sup(n  - 1, 1) one shows 15 ] that the free
distributive quasigroup on n + 1 generators is centrally nilpotent of class
sup(n  - 1, 1). The same property holds for the CH-quasigroups
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(cubic-hypersurface-quasigroups) which may be defined as the totally
symmetric quasigroups verifying the ident i ty (x 0 y) 0 (X  : L) -
(x o  X) o  (y  o  z), the law being written x 0 y as usual. As a matter of fact the
free CH-quasigroup on rt + 1 generators is merely the Cartesian product
L, x Z under the law (x,  p) 0 (y, 9) = ((x + y)- i, 1 - p - y). Manin was led
to the concept of CH-quasigroup in his attempt to generalize to higher
dimensions the classical construction of an abelian group on the set of
nonsingular points of an absolutely irreducible cubic curve of the projective
plane (cf. [ 13 1).
(1.6) Finally a translation of the problem of the determination of k(L,,I)
in group-theoretical terms may be found in (2, 3 ] (see also (13, Chapt. I]).
This approach gave rise to an alternative proof of k(L,) = sup(n  - 1, l), due
to Smith [ 15 1. A Fischer group is a couple (G, E) where G is a group and E
a system of generators of G which satisfies x2 = 1 = (xy)’ and xyx E E for
any two elements x, y of E. Starting from Bruck’s results concerning the
multiplication group of a CML (see [ 8, VIII 11.5 1).  we had proved that any
Fischer group (G, E) whose underlying group is generated by n  + 1 elements
of E has for derived subgroup a finite 3-group  of index 2, whose central
nilpotency class k is at most 2n - 2 if n  > 1. This bound has been shown by
Smith to be the best possible one: the Macdonald-Wamsley technique,
applied to a presentation of a suitable Fischer group (G,, E,) admitting
n  + 1 generators in E,, yields precisely k(G’,)  = 2n  - 2. The exponent 3
CML corresponding to such a Fischer group (cf. [2]) needs to admit a
generating subset of n elements while its central nilpotency class is precisely
n  - 1 as required. It is worth remarking that, although the initial problem
was expressed in terms of nonassociative algebra, all its solutions were
obtained by means of auxiliary tools belonging to the classical associative
algebra, either the nilpotent group theory or the exterior algebra.
II. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND CONVENTIONS:
GENERATING SUBSETS FOR THE DERIVED SUBLOOP
(2.1) Throughout the entire section, E will denote a CML; its
multiplication will be written multiplicatively, either x y or simply xy. The
unit will be denoted 1 or e. The derived subloop  E’ = g(E) of E may be
defined as the smallest normal subloop  by which the quotient E/E’ is an
abelian group. The basic fact concerning E’ is that it is finite when E is
finitely generated: E’ is then a finitely generated exponent 3 CML as we
shall see in a moment, and therefore it is a finite 3-100~;  1 E’ I= 3’ where 6 is
some nonnegative integer that may be regarded as measuring the extent to
which the considered loop departs from being associative. This section
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focuses on the following goal: to give a system of generators of E’ which is
as small as possible when at least one of the two following conditions holds:
(c,) E is generated by at most live elements; (c,) E is centrally nilpotent of
class at most 3. A counting argument will then lead to
THEOREM  2.1.1. (i) If E is generated by n ,< 5 elements. then 6 may be
bounded as follows: when
n = 1.2, 3,4, 5
then 6 < 0, 0, 1.8,&I,  respectively.
(ii) Besides. for any integer n > 3, a CML which is generated by n
elements and whose central nilpotency class is 2 (resp. 3) verifies the ine-
quality
d<(i)  (resp.6g(J+4(n:1)).
We will have to wait until Section IV to obtain explicit descriptions of the
free CMLs  subject to condition (c,) or (c,), and thereby to learn that the
upper bounds given above are the best possible ones; they are even reached
in the subcategory of exponent 3 CMLs.
When the xI)s  are elements of a given CML, say E, the associator
a, = [x0,  x,, x1] is the element of E which is uniquely determined by the
equality
More generally a, = [x0, xi ,..., xZr]  is defined recursively by a, +, =
1a,, -yZrT1 yx?,+~].  These are simple associators. The other associators which
can be obtained by successive associations, such as p = ] [x,, xi,  x2 J,  x,,
1x2,  .x3, x4, x5, x6]] for instance, are called complex associators. We define
the weight of an associator by imposing that any of the initial letters xi is of
weight zero and that w([a,  /3,  ~1)  = w(a) + w(p) + w(y) + 1. It is to be
understood that the weight of an element which is an associator depends on
the form of the associator by which it is expressed and not only on the
element itself. From the Moufang theorem (cf. [9 j), Ix,  y, y] = 1 so that any
simple associator a, = [x,,,  xi ,...,  xZr- i, xZr]  in which xZi , = xii for some
i < r needs to vanish. In view of this fact, anyone who tries to construct
nonvanishing simple associators of weight r involving as few distinct
arguments as possible will first consider those for which .xZi = x2i _ , for all
i > 1,  namely,
for r = 2,
for r = 3,
a, = [x, y, a, a, 2 1 = f,  (x, y. z; a).
a3 = [x,  y,  a, a, b, b, z] = f2(x, y,  z;a.  6).
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and more generally for r = p + 1. the associator
apt 1 = &(x, y, 2; a,, a,,..., a,)
defined inductively for any nonnegative integer p by setting &(x,  y,  z) =
[x, y,  z] and
The reader who is familiar with [9]  will recognize multiassociators  which
play a central role in the proof of the Bruck-Slaby theorem. Let us recall
that f& Y, z; aI, a2 ,...,  ap ) is skew-symmetric in {x, y, z } and symmetric in
ha 2 ,...,  a,} (see [9,  VIII, 7.21).
We shall employ both notations Ei and GYi(E)  for the ith term of the lower
central series which is defined as usual by E,=GF”(E)  = E and E,+, =
g’+‘(E) = [E, Ei,  E]. If o denotes the first limit ordinal, we set E, =
‘F”(E) = 02, Ei.  For any three nonnegative integers i, j, and k we have
from (9, VIII, 4.81 the inclusion
[EiTEj,E,I  CEi+j+k+l (2.1.1)
so that the choice of our conventions about the weight of an associator
enables us to prove inductively that any associator of weight r belongs to E,.
The (associative) center of E is defined to be the set Z(E) = (z  ] z E E, Vx,
y E E(x y) . z = x (y z)}.
(2.2) In the two following lemmas, E is implicitly assumed to be
centrally nilpotent of jinite class k, namely, that E, = { 1 } and E,-,  # (1).
We define I’(E) in this case to be the smallest normal subloop  such that the
quotient E/I(E) is of central nilpotency class k - 1, namely, T(E) = E,_ , .
LEMMA 2.2.1. If E is generated by some subset 9, then T(E) is an
elementary abelian  3-group contained in E’ n Z(E) and generated by the
associators of form [so,  s, ,...,  sZk- 2 1 with the sts ranging over 9’. When .4c
is finite, I(E) is finite.
Proof. Whereas any associator of weight k - 1 belongs to E,_ , , the
subloop  H generated by the associators of the form [so,...,  s,,_,]  with si E .Y
is contained in E,_,  . On the other hand, the inclusion Ek-, c Z(E) is a way
to express that E is of central nilpotency class <k. Therefore H is a normal
subloop  and moreover the quotient E/H admits a system of generators .F
such that any simple associator of weight k - 1 with argument in ,F
vanishes. It follows then from 19, VIII, 3.81  that E/H has central nilpotency
class at most k - 1 so that H 1 Ek-l and thus H = E,-, = I(E). Whereas
E k-, is obvioulsy  included in E’, which is known from [9,  VII, 5.71  to have
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exponent 3, T(E)  is itself an exponent 3 abelian group. When ,4G involves
only a finite number n of generators, 1 r(E)1  = 3d with d bounded (crudely)
(Zk-  I)byn .
LEMMA 2.2.2. Under the same hypothesis (E = (C?  ) and E, = { 1 }) each
term Ei of the lower central series is generated as a subloop  b-v  simple
associators of weight w = i, i + l,..., k - 1 with arguments ranging over S i .
Moreover, as soon as i > (k - 1)/3,  Ei is associative (and thus is an
elementary abelian  3-group).
ProoJ We shall prove by descending induction on i < k - 1 that any
element of Ei is a product of simple associators of weight >i with arguments
in 5“. The required property for i = k - 1 follows from the foregoing lemma.
On the other hand, applying the same lemma to the quotient E/Ei+,  shows
that any element of Ei may be written modulo Ei+ I as a product of
associators of weight i with arguments in Y , so that the conclusion
concerning Ei follows from the induction hypothesis applied to Ej +, . In
another connection [Ei, E,,  Ei] c Eji+,  by (2.1.1) and since E, = { 1) we
have E: = ( 1 } as soon as 3i + 1 exceeds k, which completes the proof.
(2.3) We also want the following notations. For any nonnegative integer
i, set gr,(E)  = Ei/Ei+ , , where Ei denotes as above the ith term of the lower
central series of E. Of course gr,(E)  = E/E’ is an abelian group and
moreover in view of [9,  VIII, 5.71  each gri(E)  for i > 1 is an elementary
abelian 3-group. Therefore gr’(E) = 02 l gr,(E)  is also an elementary
abelian 3-group.  In case E admits a system of n generators, say .i , we have
E+, = (1) by the Bruck-Slaby theorem so that gr’(E)  collapses in
@y::  gri(E). On the other hand, it follows from the preceding lemmas that
for any i > 1, gr,(E) is generated by cosets  of simple associators of weight i
with arguments taken from ,Y , thus gri(E) is a finite 3-group  for any i >, I
so that i gr’(E)I = 3’ for some nonnegative integer 6. It then follows that
/ E’ / = 3”.  Let gr(E) be the abelian group gr,(E)  @ gr’(E)  = 3: ,, gr,(E).
In view of the Moufang theorem one may give in any CML a natural
sense to .P for any integer m; and also for the same reason
(x Y”) .P = x ytrn tp).  Therefore the recursive definition of ] ]I , .u;’ by
is nonambiguous. But no claims are made that identities of the form
are always verified.
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Similarly, in spite of the commutativity of our initial binary multiplication,
one may not permute arbitrarily factors of a product involving three or more
different terms. Where factors are assumed to belong to an exponent 3 CML
(and particular when they belong to E’) we shall employ products of form
n x7’.  where the ai’s belong to the field F,: it is to be understood in this case
that .P is defined to be x” where fi is any representative of a in Z.
(2.4) In the remainder of this section our CML E is assumed to be
generated by some finite set ./ whose elements will be denoted
g,. g, ,...,  g,. Associators with arguments in .i will be often abbreviated
according to the following pattern: we shall write for instance gij, for
lgi,  Sj,  g/cl, gijk,/m for [ gij,, g, , g, ] and so forth. Let us consider now, for
each i = 1, 2,..., n - 2 some family ,F= (ai,,, Si,z ,...,  diTri} of simple
associators of weight i with arguments in .7 such that their cosets  modulo
Ei+1 make up a basis of gr,(E).  An inductive proof whose framework
mimics the one of the proof of Lemma 2.2.2 yields the existence (and unicity
in the free case) for any element x of E, of a decomposition of shape:
where the ,ui)s are integers and the u~,~‘s  belong to F,. But the main source of
difficulty derives from the fact that one does not know some general device
such as a collecting process in group theory which would provide us a
criterion of choice for the <KS. We shall nevertheless state more accurate
decomposition theorems in each of the three following cases: n = 4; n = 5; E
centrally nilpotent of class bounded by 3.
(2.5) Four generators case. Consider thus E = (&9 ) where
.Y = (g,,  g,, g,, g4}.  Let us set:
aI = g234, a2 = gi3,, a3  = g124, a4  = g123
and moreover
/A  = g231.14, P2  =  g 1 3 2 . 2 4  3
P3  = 57123.34  5 P4  = g124.43.
THEOREM 2.5. The derived subloop  E’ is an elementary abelian  3-group
generated by the ai’s and the pi’s, and E, = g’(E) is its subgroup generated
by the /ITS.  Any element of E may be expressed in the following form:
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where ,ui E Z and ai, b, E F,, regardless of the order of terms outside the
parenthesis ( }.
Prooj: It follows from 2.2.2 that E’ is here associative, but that is not
enough to justify the freedom we have in the way of writing elements of E.
By the Bruck-Slaby theorem E, = (I} and thus applying (2.1.1) we get
IE,E’,E’l= 1. I n other terms for any triple y, a, b with y in E and a, b
both belonging to E’, the associativity (y a) b = y (a b) is obeyed.
Hence one may arbitrarily permute the ~4”s  and the @‘s  together in the
right-hand side of the decomposition given in our theorem without modifying
its value.
Consider now an associator of weight 2, say ‘J  = la,, a,, a,, b,,  b, ] with
arguments in .‘r  . By skew-symmetry y needs to vanish when A = (a,, a,, al}
(resp. B = (b,, b,}) involves a repetition. Assume now ] A / = 3 and 1 B / = 2.
Whereas A and B are subsets of ,Y, they must have at least one common
element. say gi. One may at once notice that if B c A we have again y = 1
since by the Bruck-Slaby theorem the subloop  generated by A is centrally
nilpotent of class <2; therefore biassociators such as ]a,, g,,  gi] where k # i
and k # j vanish. It only remains to examine the case where gj is the unique
common element of A and B. By skew-symmetry of associators of weight
one, ‘J  or its inverse may then be written under the form ]ai, g,,  gj], and one
may easily check by skew-symmetry of U,  U.  IC’ ++  f,(u,  u, w; gj) that the
following identity holds for any i # j:
[cq,  g,,  gj]  =p;-‘J”‘. (2.5.1)
We have thus proved that any biassociator with arguments in .Y is either 1,
or some pi, or finally some p,:‘. Anyway it then follows from (2.2.2) that El
may be generated by the /?i)s.
Besides, by skew-symmetry, any associator of shape ( g,,  gj, g, ] is either
some a; with E = fl when no two indices i, j, k coincide, or vanishes
otherwise. Therefore by (2.2.2),  E’ is generated by the ai’s and the /3;‘s.
Hence the general form of an element of E’ is nT=,  oy Hi-, pb,l with n,
and 6, in F,. Whereas the quotient E/E’ is an abelian group generated by
the cosets  of the gi’s, each element of E admits modulo E’ a decomposition
of the form [Tf= i gri, the ,U~  being integers, so that the proof is complete.
The next case is slightly less trivial.
(2.6) Five  generators case. Assume now that E is generated by .Y =
{g,,  g,, g,, g,, g5}.  Set Z= (1,  L., 5). Let .z’ be the family of the ten
associators of the form g,,  where 1 < i < j < k ,< 5. Define 9 to be the
family of the four following biassociators:
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IT.2 = ISlY g2* &,,I  = g345,,2?
P2.3=  lg2, g31 g4511=  gt45,23?
P3.4  = l&Y g4, i&,21=  g125.343
i74,5  = lg4, g5, g*231=  g123,45*
Besides, for every couple (i, j) of distinct elements of I, let /3;,i  be the
associator defined below:
Pt,j= [g/c, g/Y gj,  gj, Sml
where k, 1, and are the three remaining indices of I with k < I < m. For
instance we have ,Q4 = [g, , g3 , g4, g4, g, I= f,(g,  y g3 y gs ; gJ. The
family 9 of the p;+;s  involves 2(i) = 20 biassociators (regardless of possible
equalities which may occur among them). Hence 9 = 9 U ~8  involves (at
most) 24 elements. Finally, with any two elements of Z, say i, j, with i ( j,
we associate
ti,j=f2(gk9  g/9  L?rn;  gi3  gj)
where again k, 1 , and m are the three remaining indices of Z in increasing
order. The family K of such triassociators involves at most 10 elements.
THEOREM 2.6. The subloops  E’, E,, and E, are elementary abelian  3-
groups, respectively, generated by ,& U 9 U a, .A9  U K and i”; their
dimensions are respectively bounded by 44, 34, and 10.
Proof: It follows from (2.2.1) that E, is an elementary abelian 3-group
admitting as a generating set the family of the associators of shape
where A = {a,, a,, a*},  B = {b,, b,},  and C = {cl, c,} consist of elements of
.Y. By skew-symmetry, any such triassociator 0 in which the ai’s (resp. the
hi’s, resp. the cI)s)  are not distinct vanishes. Besides in case B c A (resp.
Cc B) we have again B = 1 since [x,  y, z, y, z] vanishes (reminding us of
the Bruck-Slaby theorem which means that any associator of weight w on
(W + 1) letters vanishes). Finally in case a given argument x appears in each
of the sets A, B, and C, we need to have B = 1; for, up to permutations
stabilizing A, B, and C respectively (and thus only changing 9 in its inverse
eventually), such an associator may be written 8 = [x, y,  z,  u,  x, x, v] =
fi(a,u,  v;x)= [[u,v,xl,x,  Ix,  Y,ZJ] which vanishes by 19, VIII, 3.101.
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Therefore, E, is in fact generated by associators of shape 8 in which the
following conditions are obeyed:
IAI=3, IBl=2=ICI, IAnBI=O  o r  1 ,
IBnCI=O o r  1 , and AnBnC=0.
We are going to prove that any such associator belongs to g U Cl.  In
case A n B = (a) for instance, by skew-symmetry our associator 6 or its
inverse may be written under the following form:
But a simple counting argument yields that {x, y, b} n {c, d} needs to be
nonempty. Then by permuting eventually skew arguments x,  y,  b of
f,(x, y,  b; a) one may write 0,  or its inverse as follows:
02 = [x,  y,  a, a, b, b, zl = f&x,  Y, z; a, b).
The case B n C = {b) may be handled similarly. By skew-symmetry one
need only be concerned by associators of the following form:
4 = 1x7  Y, z,  u, b, b, VI= fib, u,  u;  b),
where a = [x, y, z] needs to involve as an argument one of the two letters u
or u. By skew-symmetry one may assume this letter to be z = u so that 6, or
its inverse coincides with [x, y, U, u,  b, b, u] = fi(x,  y, u;  U, b). There remains
only one case which has not been dealt with, which is the following:
A n B = 0 and C c A, namely, up to permutations of arguments changing
eventually the considered associator in its inverse, the case of
0,  = [a, b, x,  Y, z,  a, bl.
The associator p = [a, b, x,  y, z] = [x, a, b, y, z] expands via identity 6.11 of
19, VIII] in the product p =/Y /I”  /I”’  where /3’  = [x,  y, z, a, b], j?”  =
[a, y,z,  6,x],  and /3”‘=  [b, y,z,x,u].  Applying [9,  VIII, 5.3(a)], one may
deduce from the fact that E, = ( 1 } that any biassociator B’ is “distributive,”
namely, verifies for instance [/PC, a, b] = [p’,  a, b] [c, a, b J for any a, b, c in E
(see [9,  VIII, 5.2(ii)]).  Repeated applications of the preceeding  identity then
yields
8,  = [/3’/3”/?“,  a, b] = [j.?‘,  a, b] [p”,  a, b] [p”‘,  a, b].
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Now ]p’,  a, b] is of the form [a, a, b, a, b] and thus vanishes. Moreover.
IP”,  a, 0 ) = [a, y,  z,  b, x,  a, b I
= Ia, y,z,x,b,b,al by skew-symmetry of f0
= [y,z,u,a,b,b,x)‘-” by skew-symmetry off (.  ; b)
so that [/I”,  a, b] = fi(x,  y,  z; a, b)‘-“.  Similarly
[P”‘,a,b]=  [b,y,z,x,.,a,b]
= [y,z,b,b,u,u,x]‘-”
= f2(x, y, z; a, b)‘~  I).
Therefore e4 = fi(x,  y, z; a, b). We have thus proved that any simple
ussociutor  of weight 3 with arguments in 5@ belongs to d U 6-l U {  1 } and
consequently E, is generated by a as required.
On the other hand it appeared implicity in the proof of (2.5) that any
nonvanishing biassociator of shape [ g,, , g,,,  gi, , gi4, gi5 ] involving a
repeated argument equals some (f,( g,, g,,  g, ; gj))’  = (/3;,j)’  with E = f 1.
Hence such an associator belongs to & ’ U A?.  Consider now biassociators
gijk,lm in which the five arguments are all the elements of Y’, each one
occurring only once. Since we are only concerned by the subloop  H they
generate, we may restrict our attention on those for which i < j < k and
I< m. There are 10 such associators. By skew-symmetry of the mapping
-6 Y - fl(u,  x,  Y; u> one notices t h a t  [u,x,~‘,u,y]~[u,y,u,u,x]=l.
Developing each of the two factors of [u,  x, VW,  uw,  y] [u,  y, UW,  uw,  x] and
remarking that by our preceding identity all the terms which are skew-
symmetric in (x,  y} disappear, we obtain the following formula:
1% x,  u, w, Y] [u,  x,  w, 0, YI I&  Y, 0, w, xl 1% Y, w, 21, xl = 1.
Besides we have in [ 9, VIII, 6.4 ] two others identities:
= 1x9  u, w, u, Y I [UT  x,  w, L’,  Y I 1%  u, x,  w, Y I
One may readily check now that any of the 10 associators gijk,,,,’  which are
known to generate H may be expressed as a product of p,,, , a,,, , p,,, , and
%,,  . We shall not elaborate this point further, for one may get a much
quicker alternative proof by using [ 141: it follows immediately from [ 13,
(I).31  that H is generated by any four of the five elements p’.z,  b*,, , p3,4,
B4,5T and &., with  PI,,  = g15,234. Consequently, the subloop  (.%  U %)
generated by 57 U d contains all associators of weight 2 or 3 with arguments
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in Y and therefore by Lema 2.2.2, (55’ U a) 3 E, . The converse inclusion is
trivial, so that (3 U k?) = E,.
A similar argument may now be applied to E’ itself which is known to be
generated by associators of weight 1, 2, or 3 with arguments in .Y . Any
associator of the form g,, belongs to JP ’ U {  1 } U .d,  so that .d U 28 U F
suffices to generate E’. In another connection, dim E, < / F ] < 10, dim Ez <
/ .d U F I,<  34, and dim E’ < ] &’ U 58 U d ] ,< 44 which completes the
proof of Theorem 2.6.
(2.7) We are now in a position to give a rather accurate description of
gr,(E)  and gr,(E).  Let us come back to the general hypothesis of a CML E
generated by a given set of n elements, say 9; = {g,, g*,...,  g,). Denote
again I, = { 1, 2,..., n }.  By convention we set that the ( y ) associators of the
form g,, where 1 < i < j < k < n are basic associators of weight 1, whose
family will be denoted by &‘,, . Besides, define L!8n  to be the family of the
4( z ) biassociators of the form f,(gi, gi, gk; g,) = gij,,,k,  where i < j < k
and 1 E I,,\(&  j, k}. These are basic biassociators with repeated argument.
The others basic biassociators will be the gijk,/,,,‘s  with i < j < k, I< m and
ii, j,k}n[Lm]= 0. The last condition means that I and m must be
consecutive terms among the five indices considered. Taking arguments from
some given part of five elements of Y, say { gi, gj, g,, g,, g,} with i < j <
k < I< m, one may form exactly four such biassociators, namely, giik,,mq
gi,jm,k/r  gih,.jkT  and  gklm,i,j* Therefore the family 2n of basic biassociators
without repeated argument involves 4(: ) terms, so the whole family
*/, = $n U & of basic biassociators contains 4 (( y ) + ( : ) 1 = 4(” f ’ ) terms.
In case E = Lc,,2j, free object on n generators among CMLs  of central
nilpotency class ,<2,  it results from a classical work by Bruck (see [lo])  that
icy’,  is a basis of E’. Therefore the cosets of elements of d,, make up a basis
of gr,(L,), which is the first justification of our terminology. In Section IV
we shall be in a position to state an analogous property for .%,,:  its canonical
mapping in gr,(L,)  is a basis as soon as n > 4. But now we may only prove
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let E be some CML generated by ,Y,, . The cosets of
the “basic biassociators” generate gr2(E). Consequently the dimension of
grz(E) (as an elementary abelian  3-group)  is bounded by j A?~ / = 4(“:  ‘).
As a trivial consequence we shall have
COROLLARY 2.9. Zf E is assumed in addition to have central nilpotency
class 3, then dim E’ < ( 9 ) + 4(“:‘).
Proof of (2.8) and (2.9). Consider some nonvanishing biassociator
P = gijk.lm- If there is an argument appearing twice, then /I is built with
exactly four distinct arguments of 5‘;  and it follows from (2.5) that
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,5’  E 58; ’ U .ga.  On the other hand, in case the five arguments gi, gj, g,,
g,, and g, are distinct, it derives from the proof of (2.6) that /3  belongs to
the subgroup generated by the four basic biassociators involving the five
considered arguments. Hence anyway p is a product of elements of 5?,,.  Our
theorem follows thus from the fact that gr2(E)  = E,/E, is generated by the
cosets  of the form BE, with /I ranging in the family of nonvanishing
biassociators with arguments taken from Z?,,.  Moreover El/E,  is an
elementary abelian 3-group generated by J$ U SJ8U,  so its dimension is
bounded by 1 .dn 1 + ) ,$,,I  = (y ) + 4(“: ‘),  which proves the corollary.
(2.10) In the remainder of this section we examine the peculiar case of
exponent 3 CMLs.  Assume henceforth that x3 = 1 holds identically in E. The
quotient E/E’ is then an elementary abelian 3-group. As first consequences
of this fact, when E is assumed to be finitely generated. (i) any x E E\E’
may be imbedded in a “basis” of E (minimal generating subset), (ii) any two
basis involve the same number of elements, say n, and (iii) E is a finite 3-
loop:IEl=lE/E’I.  )E’I=3” with s = n + 6 if one assumes I E’ / = 3’. The
integers n and s are respectively called size and dimension of E (see [6a]).  In
view of the preceding results one may readily check that n, s, and the central
nilpotency class k of E are linked by the following inequalities:
PROPOSITION 2.10. (i) If E is generated by n < 5 elements, then k and s
are bounded as follows:
when n=dim(E)= 1 2 3 4 5
then k< 1 1 2 3 4
and s< 1 2 4 12 49
(ii) Besides for any integer n > 3 an exponent 3 CML of dimension n
whose central nilpotency class is 2 (resp. 3) has size at most n + (I: ) (resp.
n+ (‘J)+4(“Z’)).
We shall construct further loops whose nilpotency class and size are the
maxima allowed above, under each of the preceding conditions: as a matter
of fact the upper bounds given above are the values of the considered
parameters in the corresponding free loops.
III. COMMUTATIVE MOUFANG LOOPS ARISING FROM
ANTICOMMUTATIVE GRADED RINGS
(3.1) Consider a graded ring R having Z as its group of degrees; R is
said to be anticommutative provided that the two following conditions are
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fulfilled: (i) x2 = 0 for any homogeneous element x of odd degree; (ii)
yx = (-1 )cd xy for any couple of homogeneous elements x, y of respective
degrees c and d.  Let us assume in addition that 3 xyz  = 0 holds for any three
elements x y,  z of R. Let G be the additive subgroup of R generated by
homogeneous elements of odd degrees. The elements of the direct product
E = G X G will be denoted according to the following pattern:
x = Xl
( 1
with x,
X2
and xf in G.
From a previous work of the author [4]  one may easily verify that the
underlying set E may be provided with a structure of CML by the binary
operation :
A straightforward application of [4]  would show that the so-structured loop
E obeys &(x,  y,  z; a, b) = e (with e = (“,))  so that any subloop  generated by
n elements has central nilpotency class at most [n/2]  + 1. Therefore we shall
adopt a multiplication of more complicated form in order to allow the
nonvanishing of associators f,(x, y, z; a,, a,,..., a,). With the preceding
conventions, the binary multiplication:
lx,\ /Yl\
x=\x2)’  Y=\y2)-Y=x+Y+ ;;::I”;,:;;$
(
(
Xl  +  Yl +  Xl  Y,(X*  - Y2>
(3.1.1)
= x,+Y*+x*Y,(Y,-x1) 1
provides the underlying set E with a structure of CML. In fact this assertion
is the main case of application of the following:
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a ring and S a subset of R such that x2  = 0 =
xy + yx = 3xyz holds for any three elements of S. Then, G being the additive
subgroup of R generated by the products of an odd number of elements of S,
one may provide the underlying set E = G x G with a structure of CML by
the binary multiplication which maps any couple x = (G;), y = (c;) of elements
of E (with components x, , x2,  y, , y2  in G) onto the product
x. y= (
Xl  + Yl + Xl  Y,(X*  - Y2)
x*+Y*+x*Y*(Y,-x,1 1 *
The unit is e = (i).
Moreover x” = mx  for any x E E and any m  E 2, namely, (E, .) and
481/67/l-2
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(E, +) induce the same structure into any additive subgroup generated by one
element.
Notes. (i) R is not assumed to be unitary, though this assumption may
be added without loss of generality.
(ii) The motivations for our choice of the multiplication form are to
be searched in [4]  and in the well-known example of CML constructed by
Bruck from an exterior algebra of characteristic 3 (see [9,  pp. 13 l-1321).
(iii) The existence of an addition of abelian group which coincides
with the multiplication of the loop on each subgroup generated by one
element is a quite general fact. In any finitely generated free CML, say F,
one may construct such an addition by transfer of the abelian structure of
gr(F) (use (2.4)). Therefore the multiplication of such a CML takes the form
x y = x + y + (x, y) where the perturbating term (x, y) obeys (x, y) =
(y, x) = - (x, x y), (x, nx) = 0 for any integer n and (x, y) - (y, z) +
(z, x> = (2x3  Y . z)  - (x y, x z). Here is the way of a partial reciproque to
the foregoing theorem.
(3.3) Proof of 3.2. Whereas G is contained in the subring  generated by
S, there is no loss of generality in assuming R to be generated by S. In this
case, the hypothesis that x2 = 0 = xy + yx for any two elements of S means
that R is merely some representation of an exterior algebra. More accurately
if A(,,  is the free abelian group on the set S and if 5%’ = A Ao,  is its exterior
algebra in the nonunitary sense (2 = @,, , Ak A,), then there exists a
unique representation from 5%?  onto R whose restriction to S is the identity.
One may readily verify by induction on the nonnegative integers h and k
that xy + yx = 0 holds for any x E S’2hf” and y E S(2k+‘), so that by
bilinearity xy + yx vanishes identically in G. An alternative proof of this fact
may be provided by usual properties of the wedge product of 9. We shall
heavily exploit the fact that any product of the form nl=, Xi with Xi E G is
skew-symmetric with respect to its arguments.
Let us set a few conventions. In the complete proof, x = (z:), y = (;i),  and
z = cl)  are implicitely assumed to be elements of E with Xi, yi, and zi
belonging to G. We shall denote’
(x~Y.L)=(-;~;~~~).  x’=(Y,x,Y)=(  ;::-),
(x, Y) = (x, y, x - y) = xy  + yx =
(
y;p: 1 y))  .
2 1
’ One must distinguish (x, y, z) from the associator lx, y, z];  but those two symbols will
turn out further to be linked by the relation [x, y, z] = (x, y, I) + (y, z, x) + (z, x, y).
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Consider some nonempty  subset P of R. For each nonnegative integer m,
denote by Ptrn)  the family of products of m factors taken from P,  and by
@‘“))  the ideal of R which is generated by such products. When a = (zi) is
an element of E with a,, a2  E G, define its valuation with respect to P, say
u,(x), by setting (i) VP(e)  = + co, (ii) when {a,, a2}  c (P) with a # e, up(a)  is
the greatest nonnegative integer such that a1 and a, belong simultaneously to
(P’“‘),  and (iii) if a, or a2 does not belong to (P), then v,(a) = 0. A
straightforward verification yields for any P
up@ + Y) 2 Wv,@), V,(Y)>,
q(x9 Y, z)) > qk4 -I-  V,(Y)  t VP(Z),
and therefore
v,(x . Y) > inf(v,(x), v,(Y))
and
vp([x, YP z)l 2 q&4 + VP(Y) + V,(Z)’
Notice that when P is some finite subset of G, Pcm’  = {O}  as soon as
m > 1 P I. Besides our last assumption { Vx, y,  z E S, 3xyz  = 0) means that
the underlying additive group of (S(3’)  is an elementary abelian  3-group: we
shall thus work in characteristic 3 when handling terms of valuation 23 with
respect to S. Further in the proof an element of valuation >m  with respect to
C = {x,  , x,, y,, yr, z,, z2) will be said simply “of valuation >m”:  the set P
will be explicitly specified only in the case P # C.
Observe that x, y, z t-t (x, y, z) is a trilinear mapping from G3 into G
which is skew-symmetric with respect to its two first arguments: (x,x, y) =
0 = (x, y, z) t ( y, x, z). Therefore (x, y) = (y, x) and Vn E Z, (x, nx) = 0,
which means that the binary multiplication x y = x + y t (x, y) is
commutative and coincides with the initial addition on any additive
subgroup of form (x) = Zx. In another connection,
(-x,x. y)=(-x,x. y,-x-x. y)
= (-x, x + y t (x, y), -2x - y - (x, y)).
Now (-X, (x, y),  2x  - y - (x, y))  and (-X,  x t Y t (x,  Y), (x9 Y)) need to
vanish for they are of valuation 25 with respect to {xi,  x2, y, , y2}.  Conse-
quently (-X, x y) = (-x,x + y,  -2x - y). Since we are in characteristic 3,
we have
(-x,x.y)=(-X,Y,X-YY)=-(X,Y)
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so that (x y) (-x) = y.  As a trivial consequence, the multiplication
x, y t-+  x y provides E with a structure of commutative loop which admits
for unit e = (z)  (sometimes denoted by 0). Only the identity (x y) (x z) =
(2x) (y z) remains to be verified since 2x = x2.  Subtracting 2x + y + z
which appears in both sides, it remains to be proved that
(2-G  y 2) - (x y,  x . z) = (x3 y) - (y,  2) + (z,  x).
It would be rather clumsy to express directly both members with respect to
the xi’s, yi’s, and zi’s, for such a method would hide the reasons why the
computation works. Observe first that
(XJy = ( ZI YlXl  Y2Z2
Zl YlX2  Y2Z2
= (x2)“.
Set p, = (xy)z  and similarly py = (y’)”  = (y”)’ and p, = (zx>’  = (z”>“.  Those
three “powers” will allow us to shorten the expressions of the undesirable
terms appearing in the difference (2x, y z) - (x y, x z). One verifies that
((x, y), z, x) = (xy, z, x) = p, . - Since (x, y) = (y, x), we have also
((x, y), z, y) = p,, and summing up the two preceding identities yields
((XT Y), z,  x + Y) = 2P, = -P: *
Similarly one may get (x, z, (x, y)) = (x, z, xy) = pz  and (x + y, z, (x, y)) =
-p,. Observe moreover that (u,  U,  W) vanishes whenever xv and y both
appear as arguments: for instance (xp,  y, z) = e = (x’, z, y) = (z,  y, x?‘).
Therefore ((x, y), vx + py, z) = e = (x, y, (x, y)) for any two integers v and ,L
Let us now start the calculations of (2x, y, z). Since we are in charac-
teristic 3,
(2x, y z) = (-x, y z) = (-x, y z, -x,  y z)
=(x,  y.z,x+  Y’Z)
= (4 Y + z + (Y,  z), x + y + z + (y,  z)).
NOW (x, (y,  z), (y, z)) vanishes since its valuation is at least 7. Therefore
developing our last expression yields
with
(2x, y z)  = (x,  y + z,  x + y + z)  + A
A = (x,  (Y,  z>, x + Y + z) + (x,  Y + z,  (Y,  z))
= (Y,  ZY + 6, (Y9  z), Y + z) + (x9 Y + z,  (Y?  z))
= (Y’  + zy)x  - ((Y. z), -6 .Y  + z) - (Y + z,  x,  (y,  2))
= (y’)”  + (z’)” + 2p,  = py  + pr + 2p.,.
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Let us record that
(2x, Y 2) = (x9 Y + z,x+Y+z)+2P,-tP~+P,.
Similarly, regardless of terms of valuation 27 which disappear, one
obtains
( x y, x . 2) = (x y, x . z, x y - x z)
=(x+y,x+z,y-z)+A’
with A’ = ((x, y), x + z, y - z) + (x + y, (x, z), y - z) + (x + y, x + z,
(x, y) - (x, z)). In view of the identity ((x, y), x, W) = 0 and of its analogous
by skew-symmetry of (u,  o, W) with respect to {u, u} one may write
A’ = ((x, y), z, y - z) + (y, (x, z), y - z) + (x + y, x + I? (x9 Y) - .?  Z)).
Notice that A’ = h,,z  + hz,, with h,,, = (6%  Y),  23 Y - z> +
(x + y, x t z, (x, y)). We know that ((x, Y), z,  Y) = P, and (x7 VI* = P, + P,
so that
((4 Y),  29 Y - z) = Px + PY + P* *
Moreover (X + y, x, (x, y))  = (Y, x,  (x,  Y)) = e;  therefore
(x t y, x t z, (x, y)) = (x t YY z9 (x3 Y)> = - Pz
which yields h,,, = px t p,,. Similarly h,,, = px t p, and thus
A’ = 2p,  t p,,  + pr = A. Consequently the difference 6 = (2x, y . z) -
(x y, x . z) collapses in
6 = (x, y + z, x t y t z) - (x t y, x t z, y - z).
One may write that (x, y + z, x + y t z) = (y + z>x - x(~“) and
-(x+y,x+z,y-z)=(z,x,y)t(y,x,z)-xY-x2-(AZ).
Since xcY+‘)  = (z, x, y) + (y, x,z)  + xy t x2,  6 takes the form
6 = (y + z)x t xy t x2 - (y,  z) = (X,Y)  t (x9 z) - (Y, z)
which completes the proof of the fact that x . y = x + y t (x, y) provides E
with a structure of CML.
(3.4) Note. As a corollary, say that ifR is a ring containing a subset S
such that Vx, y E S, -xy = yx = 2xy, then G defined as in Theorem 3.2 may
be provided with a law of CML by rule (3.1.1). That seems first to be only a
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particular case of application of Theorem 3.2: xy + yx = 0 = 3xy implies
2x2  = 0 = 3x2  and therefore x2 = 0. In fact, this last statement reaches the
same level of generality as Theorem 3.2. Consider the ideals
g2 = 3 a?=2  AkA,,,  and Kj = 3 @,“=, ln\kAt,,  of the algebra 9 = A A,,,
defined in (3.3). Our last statement applies to representations of 9?/K2,  while
Theorem 3.2 applies to representations of 9/gj. Now, loosely speaking,
.Y/g2  is as rich as 9/& in homogeneous elements of odd degree. Hence any
CML deriving from an application of Theorem 3.2 may equally be seen as
an application of the statement given above.
COROLLARY 3.5 (the characteristic 3 case). Zf A is a ring of charuc-
teristic 3 and S a family of elements of R such that any two elements of S,
say x, y, vertfy xy + yx = 0, then G being the additive subgroup generated by
products an odd number of elements of S, the underlying set of E = G x G
may be provided with a structure of exponent 3 CML by the multiplication
x y defined in Theorem 3.2.
Proof. The identity xy + yx = 0 quoted for x = y yields 2x2  = 0; hence
Vx E S, x2 = 0, whereas 3x2  = 0. Therefore Theorem 3.2 applies to G2,
which turns out to be a CML in which y3 = 3y = (i) = e holds identically as
required.
(3.6) We are going now to calculate the multiassociators fp(x, y, z;
a,, a, ,...,  up) defined in the foregoing section. Let us start with f,(x, y, z) =
[x, Y9  z]:
LEMMA 3.6.1. In the CML defined in Theorem 3.2 the associator
a = [x, y, z] of any three elements x = c,“:),  y = (;i), z = ($) given by their
components in G is the couple determined by
a = ( Xl YI z2 + YlZlX2 + ZlXl Y2-x2 Y,Z, - Y2Z2XI -z2x2 Yl1.
Proof Let us set u = (x y) z and v = x (y z). We are going to
prove that the difference 6 = u - v is precisely the couple a which is given in
our lemma, and moreover that u = v 6 which will complete the proof, since
6 = u v-i will then turn out to be the associator of the three elements
considered. With the notations of (3.3) we have 6 = (y, x) - (y, z) +
(x Y, z) - (x Y, xl. Expanding, for instance, (x y,  z) =
(x + y + (x, y), z, x + y + (x, y) - z) leads to the sum
(x . y, z) = zfx+y) + (x + Y)’ + (x + Y, z,  (x,  Y)> + ((x, Y),  z9  x + Y-Z)
for the term of valuation 27,  namely, ((x, y), z, (x, y)) needs to vanish. In
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view of identities of (3.3) we have (x + Y, 2, (x + Y)) =
-P,  = ((4 yx 2,  x + Y) and moreover ((x, Y), z,  -z) = (4 Y)’ =
(x’ + y”>’  = px  + py so that
(x y, z) = z@+y) +(x+y)z+Px+P,+P2.
Permuting letters x and z in the preceding relation gives (z  y, x) =
xcrfy)+(z+  Jy+px+py+pr, hence the terms of valuation 25
disappear in the difference (x y, z) - (z y, x), and 6 reduces to
6 = (y, x) - (y, z) + ztx+)‘j  - x@+4’) + (x + y);  - (z + y)“,
One may readily verify the following equalities which derive only from
trilinearity of (X, Y, 2):
( y, x) + (x + y)’ = Y” + xy + i + yL,
( y, x) + (x + y)’ - ( y, z) - (z + y)” = xy + XL - zy - zx,
and moreover
ztx+ Y) = zx + zy - (z, x, y) + ( y, z, x),
z(x+Y) - xczty) = zx + zy + XL - xy + (x, y, z) + (z, x, y) + (y, z, x).
The “powers” disappear in the expression of 6 which thereby reduces to
(x, y, z) + (y, z, x) + (z, x, y); in other terms, 6 = (ii) with pI = x1  y1 z2  +
Y,Z,X,  +zlxl~,  and P~=-x~Y~z~  - Y,Z,X,  -z2x2yl.
We now need to prove that v . 6 = u. Since by definition v I 6 =
v + 6 + (v, 6) and v + 6 = U, one must establish that (v, 6) = 0. Now (v, 8) =
v’ + 6” = 6” for v’ is of valuation 27. Also v =x + y + z +/I  with /I =
(z, y)+(z.  y,x);  hence 6”=(x+y+z+/3,6,x+ y+z+p) collapses in
(x + y + z, 6, x + y + z) for the other terms appearing in its development by
trilinearity, such as Q3,6,  v), need to vanish because they are of valuation
27. A straightforward verification shows that (xl + yr + zl) p, =
x, y,z,(x,  + y2 + z2) and therefore (x1  + y, + z,) p,(x,  + y, + z2)= 0.
Similarly (x1 + y, + zl) p2(x2 + y2 + z2) = 0 so that rFy+‘)  = 0 which
completes the proof of the lemma.
(3.6.2) Let us consider now p + 3 arguments of G X G denoted by
x = (cl), y = (c;),  and z = (ii) and finally for 1 Q i Q p, a, = (f;:), where the
xi’s, yi)s, and the Q’S are assumed to be elements of G. We shall write
p,(x,  y, z) (resp. p2(x,  y, z)) or simply p, (resp. p2) according to the
context for elements of G defined by
P&9  Y~z)=xlYlz2 + YIZIX, +z,x,  Y2
(rev.  P2(x, Y,  z) = -x2 Y2zI - Y2z2xI  - z2x2  Y,).
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Let us set a, = f&x,  y,  z) and for any p > 0,
ap+  1 = f,(x, Yv  z; a, 3 a2  v...,  up>
and define z(Q,,  a,,..., up) (or. simply xP) to be the even product
a11~12Q21%2 ‘.. Uilai2 ‘.. ap,ap2.
PROPOSITION 3.6.3. With the preceding notation we have
a.+*=wY(;~ ;;).
Proof. Since associators ap are defined recursively we shall assume that
and we need to state that ap  f  2 = l/J,, , , apt,,  z] obeys the following
equality:
For the case p = 0, we set
The terms pl(x, y,  a,,  r)  and p*(x, y,  a,,  r) will be abbreviated by p; and
pi.  We shall sketch the calculations, which proceed from a straightforward
application of the foregoing lemma. One notices that p’,  ap + ,. , =
-x~yl~ptl,l~ptl,2  and that similarly  p~~pt,.2=-x2~2~ptI.I~pf1.2.
Moreover,
P:%,  I ,2 = (X1Y~+x2~L)~p+I,I~p+I.2=P5ap+,.,.
Hence the first component of [p, f,,  ap + , , z] may be written
(--1Y {P;%l,,z,+  (P;a,t,.,+  P’z~,t,.,h\  np
= (-l)P{-X,Y,Z,- (X*Y, +x,Y,)z,~~,t,
which is precisely the expected result (-l)P+  ’ p,(x, y,  2) 71,  f,. The second
component may be handled similarly.
Remark 3.6.4. With a somewhat abusive notation one may write
fp(x, y, z; a,, q,..., ~,)=(-1Y[x,Y,z]X(a,,a,  ,..., a&.
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At any rate, juxtaposition between [x, y, z] E E and ~~(a,,  u2 ,...,  a,,) E R\G
may not be understood as a product in the sense of the loop-multiplication.
In order to give an accurate sense to the preceding equality, set that X x P =
(x$) for any (X, P) E E x R with X= ($), X, E G.
(3.7) For our purpose we shall select two cases of application of the
preceding results:
EXAMPLE 1. Let A be a free abelian group of infinite rank, with free
basis S. Define the ring 9 = @,“=, AkA  to be the exterior algebra of the Z-
module A, the product xy of elements of 9 being their usual exterior
product. Let R be the quotient of 9 by the ideal g generated by
3S3’  = (3xyz  ] x, y,  z E S}. One may identify A and S with their images
under. q1:.59~R.  . For any k > 1, Bzk+  I = p(AZk+’ A) is an elementary
abelian 3-group. Let G = A @ B, @B,  @ ..  @BZk+  , @ .I..  It follows from
Theorem 3.2 that G x G may be provided by rule (3.1.1) with a structure of
CML to be denoted further U(,, or simply U. One verifies that any CML
which may be obtained by application of Theorem 3.2 may be viewed as a
representation  of some U,,,.
EXAMPLE 2. Let V be an infinite elementary abelian 3-group, admitting
for basis the subset S. Let R/3 = @km,,,  Ak I’,  the exterior algebra of V, and
G = @& Azk+r V. As in the preceding example, the exterior product is
denoted by juxtaposition. The set T,,, = G x G may be provided with a law
of exponent 3 CML by the law
x. y=x+  y+ (
Xl Y&2 - YJ
1x2  Y*(Y,  --a *
There exists a canonical mapping from U(,, onto T(,,; its kernel is the set
of elements of Uts) of form x3 = 3x with x E U,,, . One may easily see that
in To)-and a fortiori in U,,,-there do exist nonvanishing multiassociators
of shape &(x,  y, z; a,, Q~,...,  up),  so that Lpt3  needs to have central
nilpotency  class p + 2. This fact will be subsumed in the next section by a
more accurate statement concerning the siie of the last nonvanishing term of
the lower central series of LP+3, namely, QP+‘(Lpt3).
IV. FREE COMMUTATIVE MOUFANG LOOPS
(4.1) In our “universal example” U,,, of CML defined in (3.7),  a given
subset 9, = {e,, e2 ,...,  ne ) will be said to have free components provided that
its elements ei = (2:;)  are such that their 2n components form a free subset of
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the abelian group A. The subloop  U, generated by such a subset 5‘1,  depends
only on it up to an isomorphism since the abelian subgroup B,  (resp. the
subalgebra M, of R) that the sii’s  generate does not depend on the choice of
the eij’S  (B, = (Z”‘, +) and M,, = AEn/3 @,“=, A&B,,).  In the characteristic 3
case (3.7 Example 2),  defining this time a subset 8,  = {($:) 1 i = 1, 2,...,  n ] to
have free components in case the sij’s  form an independant subset of rank 2n
of the F,-vector  space V, it turns out again that the subloop  T, generated by
En depends only on n (indeed in this case any other subset of it elements
having free components is the image of gn by some automorphisms of the
big loop To,; notice that any automorphism u of V expands in an
automorphism 6 of A V which yields an automorphism of the loop To, by
defining
The exponent 3-100~  T, is in fact a finite 3-loop,’ and it is a representation
of U, which is countable. Nevertheless the corresponding derived subloop  T;
and q have the same order.
A quite useful fact will be
LEMMA 4.2. As soon as i > (n - 1)/3  the loop multiplication and the
addition of the initial abelian  group G X G induce the same structure in
@W,), namely, (@(U,), .)  = (@qJ”), +). Similarly
(@(T,),  .)  = (@(T,),  +).
Proof: Let &, = {e,)  1, 2,...,  n; j= 1, 2},  the set of the 2n “free
components” of some generating subset 9” of U, (resp. T,). For any
x E U,,, we shall denote by V(X)  its valuation with respect to 4, (see 3.3). It
follows from u(x-’ . y) > inf(u(x),  u(y)) and u([x,  y, z]) > u(x) that for any
nonnegative integer i the subset Ci(U,) = {x ) x E U,, u(x) 2 2i + 1 } (resp.
C’(T,)  = {x ] x E T,, u(x) > 2i + 1)) is a normal subloop  of U, (resp. T,).
Moreover one may prove recursively that any associator of weight i with
arguments in 9, belongs to C*(U,)  (resp. C’(T,))  since the induction
hypothesis, expressed for any three such associators a, /3,  and y, enables us to
assert that utb, P, Yl Z W(a)  + +@I  t WGS) + w(Y)1  + 3 =
2w([a,p,  y]) + 1. It then derives from (2.2.2) that C’(U,)  3 @(U,)  (resp.
C’(T,)  2 @(T,)). Therefore if a, /.I E @(U,)  (resp. V’(T,)) with
i>  (n- 1)/3, then u(as)  2 3 inf(u(a),  u(J))  > 3 (2 (n - 1)/3 + 1 } =
*  It should have been convenient to call the loops T,  the Malbos’ spaces: one may turn the
underlying set T,  into a totally symmetric self-distributive quasigroup with the new binary
operation x 0 y  = (x y)-’ = - (x y) = - x - y  - (x, y), or equivalently with the binary
law x V y  = - x - y  + (x, y), which is exactly the law defined in Malbos’ note 112).
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2n + 1. But <y”+‘)  = {0}, hence a4 = e and similarly /I” = e, thus (a, /I) = e.
Therefore a f /I = a + p as required.
THEOREM 4.3.1. Let L, (resp. L,) be the free CML (resp. free exponent 3
CML) on some given set B of n elements. Each associator of shape
f"-3(x,  Y, z; a,, q,..., a,,), with distinct arguments taken from B, is #e, and
they generate together an elementary abelian  3-group y(L,))  of dimension
c: >-
The associators f,-J ..  ; .‘.)  are of weight n - 2 so that y(L,) c
@“-*(L,) and y(L,)  c%?“-*(L,).  Therefore we have as a trivial conse-
quence:
COROLLARY 4.3.2. L, (resp. L,) has central nilpotency class n - 1. More
accurately the (n - 2)th term of its lower central series involves at least 3”’
elements.
Proof of 4.3.1. Let B = { g, , g, ,...,  g,), the considered free basis of
L,(resp.  L,). For any sequence (i, j, k) of three integers with
1 < i < j < k < n, let us set
“ijk =  fn-j(gi,  gjY  gk; g/l, g/2’“”  gl,n-3))3
where a,, g12,..., gl,,-,,  are elements of B\{ g,, gj, gk},  ordered for instance
so that their indices make up a strictly increasing sequence. Whereas by the
Bruck-Slaby theorem any associator of weight n - 2 with only n - 1 distinct
arguments vanishes, and in view of the fact that f,-  3(x,  y, z; -a,  ,...,  a,) is
skew-symmetric in {x, y, z} and symmetric in {a,, a*,..., a,} (see [9,  VIII,
7.2]),  any associator fne3(..+  ; .+.)  with arguments in B is either equal to e
when at least one argument appears twice, or equals some $k with E = f 1
in case each element of B is taken only once as an argument. Therefore the
rijk’s  generate y(L,) and y(L,)’ are of order at most 3”‘.
Consider now the loop T, = (E,) with the notation of (4.1),
g,  = {e,  ,...,  ne } being assumed to be a system of generators of T, having free
components in V.
For 1 < i < j < k Q n, again set
the (n - 3) last arguments being the remaining terms of Kn in any order.
Taking into account (3.6.3) we get
fijk = (-I)“-’ eil  ejl  ek2  + eil ej2 ekl + ei2ejlekl
-ei2  ej2  ekl - ei2 ejl ek2  - eil ej2 ek2
X He,,  , e12  ,... , eln  ,I.
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Assume that some linear combination of the form zoGi<j<kn n kiikcLjk
vanishes, with the Iijk’s belonging to F,. This sum may be viewed as an
element of (A2n-3 V)’ multiplying its first component by ei2ei2eki yields an,
equality of the form
Aijk7(ei, ej, ek.  e,, , e12  ,...,  e,n-,)  = 0
which implies Iijk = 0. Hence fijk’s  make up a free subset of (gfl-‘(T,,),  +)
which by (4.2) coincides with the induced subloop  (g”-‘(T,),  .).  The same
property holds a fortiori for U,. The canonical mapping from L, (resp. L,)
onto U, (resp. T,) yields a monomorphism by restriction to y(L,)  (resp.
y(L,))  and we are done.
Remark 4.3.3. Similar arguments show that for each p E (0, l,...,  n - 3 },
cosets  of associators of form f,(...,  .,.) with arguments in B make up in
grp + &J Q-w i n  gr,+,(L,)) a  s y s t e m whose rank is exactly
(J )(“p3)  = n!/6 p!(n  - 3 -p)! , maximum allowed by the properties of
symmetry and skew-symmetry of such associators (see Bruck 19, VIII, 7.2 J).
This derives from the fact that, under the canonical mapping from T, onto
T,/Cp+2(T,),  the family of multiassociators Of form f,(ei,  f?j,  e,;
eh y e
,2T...9  elp),
with i< j<k, 1,  < 1, < < lp a n d  { i ,  j,k)n
(1,  3 4 v--*3 l,} = 0,  yields a free system. Particular the cases p = 0 and
p = n - 3 lead to systems of rank (: );  similarly for p = 1 or n - 4 we get a
system of rank 4( i ) = n!/6 (n - 4)!.
(4.4) Let us state now that the canonical mapping from L, onto U,
(resp. from L, onto T,) is in fact an isomorphism when n < 5, namely, that
THEOREM 4.4.1. For n < 5, U, (resp. T,) is the free CML (resp. free
exponent 3 CML) on n generators with free basis 9,.
Proof We need only to consider the case n = 5. Denote by
(g,,  g,, g,, g,, g,} some free basis of L, (resp. L,) and f  the unique
morphism from L, onto U, (resp. from L, onto T,) which maps each gi onto
e,. Whereas f  is surjective,  an easy induction on i yieIds f  (%Y’(L,)) = g’(U,)
(resp. f  (Y”(L5)) = gi(T5)) for any nonnegative integer i.
Whenever E is one of the four loops L,, L,, U, , and T, , let E= E/v’(E),
and for each x E E, designate by k the coset of x modulo g’(E). There exists
a unique morphism 7 such that the following diagram is commutative:
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We shall employ implicity the notations of (2.6). It follows from (2.2.1) that
Sf”(E5) (resp. @‘&))  * g1s enerated by {g,i,]  1 Q i < j < k < 5). Therefore
any element k of L, may be expressed under the form
n
i=l l<i<j<k(5
with ai E Z and b,,  E F,. Assume that such an element verifies s(g)  = e.
Considering first its mapping in U,/C’(U,)  (which is a free abelian group of
rank 5 admitting cosets  of elements of yS as free basis) we obtain ai = 0 for
any i. Besides we know from (4.3.3) that associators of the form G=
[ei,] with 1 < i < j < k < 5 make up an independant subset of the
elementary abelian 3-group V’(v’,).  Hence it follows from
f<nl<iij<&5  &f)=Cl<i<j<k(5  IJk lJk-b..  e..  -e that bijk  = 0 identical1 (notice
that in @(U,)  the addition coincides with the multiplication). Replacing L,
and U, by L,  and T,, respectively, leads to similar fact, the proof remaining
possible with slight modifications (for instance, Ui E F, , and T,/C’(T,)  is an
elementary abelian 3-group). We have thus proved that f is one-to-one.
Therefore an element x of L, (resp. L,) that belongs to Ker f needs to be in
Q*(L,) (resp. ‘Z’(L,)).  Hence, in order to prove that f is injective, we only
need to state that its restriction to q2(L5) is injective.
Denote  by Pi,i+l,  P;,j,  7i.j  the multiassociators we defined in (2.6),  but
taking this time arguments from 9n = {e, , e2,  e3, e4,  e, ). For instance,
&2= [e,,e,, [e,,e,,e,]],  82,3= [e2,e3,  [e,,e,,e,ll,  and so  for&  Let  us
recall that by (4.2) the addition and the multiplication of the loop coincide in
g’“(U,).  Consider some linear combination of the form x:=1 u~~~:,~+, +
Ci= b.J-I,..., t,;j=l,..., S;i+j  IJ  6.~ + Cr(i<j(s tijri,,j  = X with u,,  bij,  and tij E F,.
Let X, be its first component in G. Let
(
1 2 3 4  5
i j k l m 1
be any permutation of the live indices. Among the 34 terms of the sum S,
only pi,j furnishes a first component whose product by ei, eizek2e12em, does
not vanish: we obtain X, ei, e,,  ek2 e,,e,,  = - b, z(e, , e2, e3, e4,  e5).  Assume
now that X = e = (i).  We first have bi  = 0 for any couple (i, j) so that it
remains an equality of form Y + Z = e with Y = x4=, Ui~i,i+,  and
Z = x1 <i< j( 5 tii 7ij.  Since components of Y (resp. Z) are homogeneous
terms of degree 5 (resp. 7) of our graded algebra R, necessarily Y = e and
Z = e. It then follows from (4.3.1) that each tij needs to vanish. Moreover
denote by ui the first component in G of pi,i+, and for any couple (i, j) of
indices such that 1 < i < j & 5, set
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where ri = 2 = rj, and rk = 1 for any k 4 {i, j}. A straightforward calculation
shows that the ~i)s  may be expressed as linear combinations of the uiTs.  For
instance, it follows from (3.6.1) that
u4=  hhe243). (e41e52+e42e5,)l + P2(e11e2,e3). e41e5,
=  (‘14 +  v24 +  u34) +  b,, +  V25 +  v35) - (012 +  v13  +  V23)’
Similarly
ui = (vl3 + VI4 +  V,,)  +  (V23  +  V24  +  V25) - ( V 3 4  +  V35 +  V45),
u2 =  (‘24 +  v2S  + vl2) +  k34 +  V3S +  V13) - ( V 4 5  +  v,5 + V,,),
‘3 =  (‘35 + ‘13 +  v23) + (v45 + v,4 +  V24) - (v,5 + V 2 5  +  vl2)
since iL2= Ue3~e44h4 p2,3= [k49%e~19e2~e31~ and
a3,4  = [[e,, e,, e,], e3, e,].  Now the uI,‘s  form a free subset of 10 elements in
the elementary abelian 3-group R, (homogeneous component of degree 5 of
the graded algebra R). Since the matrix 4 x 10 of coefficients of the ui)s  with
respect to the vii’s has rank 4, the equality C:=,  biui = 0 is only possible
when bi  = 0 for any i.
Taking into account Theorem 2.6 we know then that dim @(U,)  = 34. On
the other hand Im(f  Icu2&  = W”(U,),  and dim Q2(L,) < 34 again by
Theorem 2.6. Hence dim Q*(L,) = 34 and fleck,  is one-to-one from Q2(L,)
over @“(U,).  The same facts hold without any modification if one replaces
SF2(L5)  by @*(Lg) and @“(U,)  by %‘*(T&,  which completes the proof of
(4.4.1).
(4.4.2) Remarks. (i) A tedious calculation shows that the addition and
the multiplication coincide in GF”(U,), but that is useless for the proofs.
(ii) Completing Theorem 2.6 we obtain dim F’(L,)  = 44 =
dim ‘Z?‘(&), dim Q*(L,) = 34 = dim V2(L,), and dim Q3(L,) = 10 = dim
g3(L,).  Consequently IL51 = IL,/g’(L,)(.  jg’(L,)]  = 349.
(iii) In any CML  arising from an application of Theorem 3.2, the
“Triple Argument Hypothesis” holds in the sense that any associator with an
argument appearing thrice vanishes. Indeed, such an associator is of
valuation >3 with respect to the set of the two components of the repeated
argument. Therefore the problem of possible extensions of (4.4.1) to integers
n > 6 is closely linked to the question raised by Smith: does the T.A.H. hold
in any CML? Recall that it appeared implicitly in the proof of Theorem 2.6
that the T.A.H. holds in L,-the initial justification being [9,  VIII, 3.101.
(4.5.1) For any couple (n, k) of integers 21, define Lfn,k)  resp. L(,*,,)  as
the free object on n generators in the category of CMLs  (resp. exponent 3
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CMLs) whose central nil’tency class is <k.  Whereas k(L,) for any
k’ 2 n - 1,  L(n,ko ‘y L(n,h) with 1 <k < h < n - 1 are nonisomorphic. For
any n 2 1, L(,,,, is the free abelian group of rank n and L,,, ,) is the
elementary abelian 3-group of dimension n. Bruck [lo] described the loops
L(n,Zj for any n > 3-and thus implicitly L, = Lo*,,,  The description of
L (n,Zj for n > 3 was dealt with in [ 11. Let us describe now the “third line”
{L,,,,,]n  E N}. The respective situations of the free loops we consider may
be summerized as follows; the surrounded loops are provided with an explicit
descrintion:
SCHEME 1
(4.5.2) The first loop of shape Ltn,3j which actually reaches central
nilpotency class 3 is L, = L(,,,, that has been implicitly described in (2.5)
and (4.4.1): L, ‘v U, and similarly L, N T, . Notice that by (4.2) the addition
and the multiplication coincide in the derived subloop  B’(U,)  (reap.
%Y1(Tq)):  each of its elements may be uniquely written under the form
C:= i a,a,  + C b,/?,  with aj,  b,  E F, , the aI’s  and the /Ik’s  being defined as in
(2.5). Besides ] L, ] = ] L&P(&)] . ] ‘F’(L,)I  = 3”. As a fortuitous conse-
quence, dim gr,,(L,)  = dim a,(LJ  = dim gr2(L4)  = 4.
(4.5.3) The next loop Lo,3)  = L,/g3(L,)  for a derived subloop  has an
elementary abelian 3-group of dimension dim gr,(L,)  + dim gr,(L,)  = 34.
Besides ] L(,,,,  ) = 339.
(4.5.4) On the other hand, under the hypothesis of 3.2, assume in
addition that S’2k+”  = {O} for some integer k > 1. It turns out then that any
associator of weight >k vanishes from properties appearing implicitly in the
proof of 4.2. Therefore in this case the central nilpotency class of E is <k.
(4.5.5) Consider the exterior algebra R appearing in (3.7) Example 1,
and its analogue of characteristic 3, R/3 (see Example 2). Define R’ and
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R’/3 as their quotients by the ideal generated by S”‘. Replacing R by R’
(resp. R/3 by R//3) in the definition of U, (resp. T,) yields some CML
U(n,3) (resp. T(,,,,)  that possesses the following universal property:
PROPOSITION 4.5.6. Any CML (resp.  exponent 3 CML) on n generators
which is centrally nilpotent of class <3 is some representation of Ucn,3,  (resp.
T,,,,,)---und  conversely. In other terms, Lcn,3)  N Ucn,31  and LCn,,3,  N Ttn,3J.
Moreover  Q1(Ut,,3J trw. Q1tTc,,3,)) is an elementary abelian  3-group of
dimension (;) + 4(“:‘),  andI,,,,,, is of order 3”+(~)t4(“~1).
Proof. We merely sketch the verifications. Consider the family &‘,,  U 3’,,
of basic associators of weight <2, defined as in (2.7) but this time with
arguments taken from .4”;,  = {e,, e*,...,e,},  some generating subset of Ucn,3)
(resp. T,,,,,) having free components in the sense of (4.1). In @“(U,,,,,)
(resp. g’(Tcn,3,)  the addition coincides with the multiplication since for any
two of its elements, say a, 8,  the valuations of a4 and p” with respect to A
(resp. V) are 23 inf(v(a),  v(J))>  9. Consider now, in g’(U(,,,,)  for
instance, some linear combination X = CaE d,Vd,  aCcrj  a, with a(,) E F, .
Set P = 71(es,  e7 ,..., e,-, , e,). We get a x P = e whenever a involves some
ei with i > 6 as an argument. Consequently Xx P = Y x P with
Assume that X = e.  We obtain Y x P = e. But components Y, and Y, of Y
belong to the subalgebra generated by {e,, , e,2, ez,,  e,, ,...,  es,, e,,},  while P
belongs to the subalgebra generated by (e,,  , eG2,...,  e,, , e,,};  hence Y,P = 0
implies Yi = 0 for i = 1,2  so that Y = e. The fact that a,,, = 0 for
a E J9 U s5 may then be viewed as an implicit consequence of properties
appearing in the proof of (4.4.1) (see (4.53)).  Replacing (e, , e2,  e3, e4, e, }
by any five elements of Y,  allows us to state that a,,, = 0 for any
a E &n U gn.  Hence denoting by %VA = {g,,  g*,...,  g,} some free basis of
L(n.3),  the epimorphism f from Ltnq3,  over Ucn,3J  which is uniquely deter-
mined by f (g,) = e,  has an injective  restriction to P’(L,,+,,).  Now
gr,(L(,,,,) = L(,,,,/Q’(L,,,,,)  and gr,(U(,,,,) are free abelian groups of rank
n admitting respectively for free basis the canonical mappings of Zn and Y”,
so that the epimorphism $ defined by commutativity of the diagram
is one-to-one. Consequently f itself is one-to-one as required.
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V. SOLVABILITY AND DISTRIBUTOR-NILPOTENCY:
TRANSFINITE NILPOTENCY
(5.1) Throughout this section w  denotes the first limit ordinal and E
denotes a CML whose unit is e. Its derived series {2?‘(E)} (resp. its lower
distributor series {ipi(E is defined inductively by go(E)  = E, G@‘(E) =
[E, E, E] = g(E), B’+‘(E)  = g(@(E)), G”(E)  = nz, g’(E) (resp.
Ye(E)  = E, z+ ,(E)  = [q(E), E, g(E)], YW(E)  = n;=  i g(E)). When this
series terminates in {e} in a finite number of steps 1 (resp. d), we shall say
that E is solvable of length 1 (resp. distributor-nilpotent of class d).
Otherwise, and if, nevertheless, 9@(E) = (e} (resp. YW(E)  = {e}), we shall
say that E is transj%itely  solvable of length w  (resp. transfinitely  distributor-
nilpotent of class 0).
Recall that the notion of distributor-nilpotency is designed to measure the
extent to which the considered CML departs from obeying [xy, a, b] =
[x, a, b][ y, a, b]. Also notice that the notion of “supersolvability” is too
strong to be of any interest in the theory of CMLs: indeed it follows from the
Bruck-Slaby theorem that the existence of a finite normal series in which
each factor is cyclic means merely that the considered CML is finitely
generated.
Solvability and distributor-nilpotency have not yet deserved a systematic
study: everyone hoped to discover some device which would have proved
that g*(E) = {e} = P2(E) ( see for instance [4,8]). Unfortunately those
equalities are not always obeyed, as we shall see in a moment. Indeed
!SJ2(E) = {e} or P2(E)  = { }e would imply that f3 vanishes in E, and for a
suitable choice of E (for instance in U&, f,,  & e for any nonnegative integer
p. Since the multiassociator f3  depends on 6 arguments, we have
PROPOSITION 5.2. The derived subloop  of the free CML on n generators
in an abelian  group only for n < 5. In other words, g(Ls)  is associative but
G(L6)  is not.
This will derive immediately from the following remarks that concern both
solvability and distributor-nilpotency of L,. From implicit properties we
stated in the proof of (4.3.1) we know that in U, the multiassociators of form
f3(x, y, z; a, b, c) with arguments in 9$ generate an elementary abelian 3-
group y(U,) of dimension 20. Now a direct calculation shows that the iden-
tities [[x, a, b], [a, b, c], [c, Y, z]] = f3(x, Y, z; a, b, c) = [f,(x,  a, b; cl, z,
[y, a, b]] hold in Uo,.3 Therefore G2(U,) = [@&I,),  g&J,),  g&l,)]
contains y(U,) which is also contained in [‘Z”(U,),  U,,  Go] = P*(U,).
’ Indeed those identities are fulfilled in any CML  (see [ 15, 6.3 and 6.8]),  so that y(L,)  c
G2(L,)  f-l P(L,).
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We are thereby in a position to assert that Q*(L,) and P’(L,)  both are of
dimension >20.
(5.4) Remark. tJ, and T, are examples of CMLs  where Q* and y* are
of dimension 20. Besides a troublesome verification shows that g*(L),) =
g”(U,,) and that g3(U,)  = 20 = dim gr,(U,)  = dim gr,(L,). Whereas
dim gr(L,) = dim gr,(U,)  = 84 = dim gr3(U6)  < dim gr,(L,), w e have
1 P(L,)I > 1 P(U,)  > 3208. Similar facts hold for L, and T, and 1 L, / >
( T,  ( = 3*14.
(5.5.1) For any integer l>  1, set u, = 1 + 3 + a..  + 3’-’  = (3’ - 1)/2.
Since [Q’(E),  P(E)] c @+i+k+l(E), an easy induction on 1 and d yields
G@(E)  c P’(E) and 9$(E) c gzd(E). When E is generated by n elements,
F-‘(E)  = {e) and therefore C@‘(E)  = {e)  and Yd(E)  = {e)  as soon as
U,>tZ- 1 and 2d>n-  1, so E is solvable of length
a, = inf{l  I 1 E N, 3’ > 2n - 1 } and distributor-nilpotent of class [n/2]. We
are going to state that those upper bounds are accurately reached in U, and
in T, so that
THEOREM 5.5.2. The solvability length of L, (resp.  L,) is exactly A,,  and
its distributor-nilpotency class is [n/2].
ProoJ It remains to be established that P’(T,)  # {e} for i < [n/2], and
La’(T,)  # {e} for i < A,. We shall employ the notations of (3.6.4) and (3.7),
When P is an homogeneous element of even degree of R/3, it commutes with
any element of R/3 so that for any three elements X, Y, 2 of T,,,  we have
equalities of shape [X X P, Y, Z] = [X, Y, Z] x P. Consider r + 5 elements of
T,, say x, y, z, a, b, c,, c2 ,...,  c,  and set P = T(c,,  c2  ,...,  c,). Whereas fi(x,  y,
z;  a, b) x P= [x, y, z] x n(a,  b) P = [x, y, z] n(a,  b, cl, c2 ,...,  c,) =
C-1  1’  fr+2(x,  Y, z;  a,  b,  c,  ,...,  c,), multiplying by P both sides of
[[x,a,b],  y,  [y,a,b]]=f,(x, y,z;a,b) yields
K(x~ a,  b;  cl, c2  ,...,  c,),  z,  [Y,  a,  bl I
=L+dx,  ~,z;a,b,c,,c,,...,c,)
which provides via an easy induction on d > 2 the property that any
associator of shape fzde3(x,  y, z; c,, cz,.,.,  c*~-~)  belongs to P’-‘(F),  where
F is the subloop  generated by its 2d arguments x, y, z, c,, c2  ,.,.,  cZd-, . One
may then conclude by (4.31) that gd-‘(Tzd)  # {e) and therefore a fortiori
~d-‘tT2d+h  f {eb
Concerning the solvability, set si = ui - 1 = 3a,-,  = (3’ - 1)/2  - 1 for
mY integer i > 1. Notice that 3Si + 6 = si+ r + 3 = 1 + (3i” + 1)/2.
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Consider St+, + 3 terms of Tts),  say x, y, z, a, b, c, u,, u2 ,...,  usi, ul, v, ,...,
vsi,  rv,, w2 ,...,  w,;.  We know that +
[lx,  a, b], la, b,  cl, [c,  Y, z]] = .I!&,  y,  z; a, b,  c) = (--l)[x,  Y, z] ~(a, b, c).
Since % = K(u,,  u2 ,...,  u,J,  Y = a(~,, v2 ,...,  v,J,  and ?V‘= rr(w,,  w2 ,...,  w,~~)
are homogeneous elements of even degree of R/3, it follows that
the left-hand side is of shape (_l)‘“’  [f,,,  fsi,  &] while the right-hand side is
of shape (-l)(-l)3si+3 f,i + 1. We are thus led to
[f,i(X, ‘3 b;  ‘1~  ‘2 T***)  U$), fsi(‘, by  C; VI  5 V2  ,***3 u,i)y  fs,(X>  Y, Z; WI  3 W2  9***7 W,i)
=(-l)fsi+,(x,~,z;u,b,c,u,,u,  ,...,  usi,vlr ~2,  . . . . ~,i,w,,w2,...,w,i).
which enables us to prove recursively that any associator of shape fs,(w,  y, z;
ui,  u2 ,...,  u,J belongs to the ith term of the derived series of the subloop
generated by x, y, z, u,, u2 ,..., usi. Consequently G9’(Tsi+3)  # (e} by (4.3.1)
and a fortiori @‘(T,J  # {e} for any n > s, + 3. But n > si + 3 = 1 + (3(  + 1)/2
means that n > (3’ t 1)/2,  or equivalently i ( I,. The proof of (5.5.2) is thus
complete.
(5.5.3) Remark. As a consequence the Fruttini subloop  of a CML may
be nonussociutive, since it always contains the derived subloop  (cf. [3]).
(5.6) Let S be some infinite set. U,,, and T(,,  denote always the CMLs. .
appearing in (3.7). Define L(,, as the free CIVIL on the set S.
PROPOSITION 5.6.1. Euch  of the three CMLs U,, , T(s),  and  Lo, is
trunsfiniteiy  centrally nilpotent  (resp. solvable, resp. distributor-nilpotent) of
class w.
Proof. For any subset F of S let (F) be the subloop  of Lo, which is
generated by F. If x E (F) and y E (H), then x y E (FU  II); hence L(,,
coincides with the union U(F)  where F ranges over the family of finite
subsets of S. Consider thus any element x of L(,,  which belongs to (F)
where F = {x1,  x 2,..., x,}  c S. It follows from the definition of L(,,  that there
exists a morphism f from L(,, over (F) such that f (xi) = Xi for any
i = 1, 2,..., n and f(s) = e for any s E S/F’.  Whereas Im f = (F) is centrally
nilpotent of class <n - 1 (we have indeed (F) N L,), Ker f contains
V-‘(L&. I n another connection the subloop Invdf) =
{Yl YELo,,f(Y)=  YI contains each Xi and thus (F). Particularly,
f (xx> = x so that if one assumes x to belong to B”(L(,,)  = n&, Q’(L,,,)
necessarily XE Q”-‘(Lts,),  so x= e. We have thereby proved that
VW@,,,)  = (e}.
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The fact that V”(U& = {e)  = pW(TcSJ is quite different in essence (U,,s,
and T(S) are explicitly known); this derives from the remark that any. .
nonvamshmg  element of U(,, (resp. T(,,)  may not belong to F“+ ‘(U,,,)
(resp. V’+‘(T,,,))  where u is its valuation with respect to S. Denote now by
E any of the three loops L,,, and T(,,.  Whereas
a%“(E)  = I”,  Qi(E)  c fi P’(E)  = (e)
i=l i=l
and
L?‘(E)  = fi L?(E) c fi g2’(E)  = {e}.
i=  1 i=l
we have
W(E) = {e} = 49”(E) = Q”(E).
Also, the fact that Q’(E),  &(i?)  and 4p’(E) are #{e} for any nonnegative
integer i may be viewed as a consequence of (4.3.1) and (5.5.2),  which
completes the proof of (56.1).
(5.6.2) Remark. There exist nevertheless CMLs F such that
G?“(F)  f {e}. For instance, with the notations of (3.7),  consider some
sequence (ai)ieN Of associators Of U(,, such that (1) each ai is of weight i
with arguments in A and (2) the whole family of components of arguments
of the ats  make up a free family of A. Particularly a, =x = (ci) is an
element of A. The ideal a of R which is generated by components of x - a,,
x - a, ,...,  x - ai  ,..., may contain neither x, or x2. Therefore applying
Theorem 3.2 to the quotient algebra R/a yields a CML F in which the coset
ff is a nontrivial element of S?‘(F).
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